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MPS Racing.com – RPM Datalogger Pro Mod Series
Sanford, Florida, 02/23/2007 – MPS is very proud to announce our
partnership with RPM Performance Products Inc. of Oklahoma City, OK to
sponsor the AMA/Prostar MPS Racing.com – RPM Datalogger Pro Mod Series
for 2007. “The Pro Mod Class is arguably the most competitive and popular of
all pro classes. Our data acquisition systems are key to being successful in such
a competitive arena. We want to give back to the racers that support us. We
couldn’t think of a better way than to sponsor the Pro Mod class. We strive to
provide excellent technical support for our data acquisition systems so we feel
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having a marketing partner like MPS to provide at the track assistance provides a
great value for our motorcycle customers. Our dataloggers will be part of the
AMA/Prostar contingency program for the first time in 2007. Winners will receive
$100 while runner up finishes will pay $50 in all classes that allow data
acquisition.” according to Randy McMahon of RPM Performance.
Dan Rudd of MPS is equally enthusiastic saying “Pro Mod is the best!
You gotta like full fields of bikes with 400+ fire breathing, nitrous initiated
horsepower. We are heavily involved in nitrous development and Fuel Injection
so this class is a perfect fit for us and having Randy at RPM Performance
involved just makes it that much better. We can’t wait for the season to start.
MPS has been a contingency sponsor with AMA Prostar since its inception, but
had never sponsored a class. We are looking at this as something we want to do
on a long term basis.”
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